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The Unanswered Question 31
Can a complex society be uncomplicated?
With so many flourishing alternative-culture projects it should be obvious that
uncomplicated complex society is possible. The design is straightforward: localauthority, self-reliant, communities-of-practice exchanging true-value with other
experimental-centers in a global mutual-benefit network. The true-value exchanged
includes how to navigate new meeting formats (toroidal, galaxical, organic, etc.),
healing and transformational process-facilitation-skills, cultural-context-clarification
distinctions, permaculture insights, etc. Exchanging true-value for mutual benefit
generates a field of influence that enhances the emergence of next-culture initiatives.
Within a couple of generations humanity could be living as a global organism of 100
million sustainable-culture nanonations, each with 7 to 700 members.
The bottleneck slowing the shift to a simple and diverse human presence on Earth is
individuals taking their authority back, abandoning the patriarchal empire like a child
eventually abandons training wheels on their bicycle. It is true that humans are born
without authority as babies and would soon perish if an authority did not take care of
us daily. But the cocoon of survival-tricks we build to survive childhood is meant to be
cracked open during late teenage years through formidable initiatory processes that
question every assumption, belief, interpretation and conclusion we live by. As the
cocoon becomes optional the Being takes more and more responsibility.
Responsibility is applied consciousness. Only the uninitiated think it possible to take
authority without taking responsibility.
Modern culture does not provide initiated initiators. They must emerge from beyond
the belief systems of modern culture. Perhaps you were born to provide authentic
initiatory processes. Perhaps you developed initiator talents over more than one
lifetime. Perhaps in a previous life you were destroyed for bringing people into more
awareness and responsibility, and while dying you vowed never to do it again. If it
feels like this could be the case, the following realization may be helpful: “It did not
work. Killing me to stop me from delivering consciousness expansion did not work…
because I am back!” You can restart by making a new decision: “The grieving time is
over. I am back to work!”
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